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Abstract 

Compositions belonging to the binary system (100-x)[Ga2S3]-x[Na2S] (with 10 ≤ x ≤ 90) were synthesized 
by mechanical-alloying. By using the ball-milling technique instead of a usual heating process, the 
vitreous domain is extended from 24 ≤ x ≤ 41 to 20 ≤ x ≤ 80. For the first time the conductivity of these 
glasses has been measured by impedance spectroscopy and an ionic conductivity of 1.9 x 10-6 S.cm-1 at 
25°C is achieved for x = 80. A glass-ceramic processing from the Na2S richest glass composition is 
implemented in order to stabilize the sample and to eliminate Na dendrite formation that occurs in 
the glass during DC current experiments. Finally, this paper shows the positive impact of crystallization 
and reveals that the glass-ceramization is an interesting process in the framework of synthesis of 
electrolytes for all-solid-state sodium batteries. 

Introduction 

Lithium-ion batteries dominate the current energy storage market. They are mainly used for mobile 
and automotive applications. However, the demand for energy storage devices is constantly growing 
not only in the automotive sector with electric vehicles, but also for domestic stationary power 
supplies and large wind and solar farms 1 2 3 4. This increasing demand requires new batteries with 
higher energy and power density and good reliability. Studies have shown that all-solid-state sulfur-
based lithium batteries can have more interesting power and energy density than liquid systems5 6. 
The advantage of all-solid-state batteries lies in the use of an inorganic solid electrolyte. It is non-
flammable, which means that these batteries do not suffer from leakage or volatilization, which 
increases their safety, unlike those using liquid electrolyte solutions7 8. Nevertheless, resistance at the 
different interfaces between solid materials usually limits all-solid-state batteries performances. In 
addition, during cycling, interphases can form at the interfaces and degrade the performance of these 
batteries9. 

Despite a major presence of lithium in secondary batteries, it is not an abundant material in the earth's 
crust and its price has therefore increased significantly due to geopolitical reason 2 10. On the opposite, 
sodium has almost unlimited resources, a low environmental impact, and is economically more 
advantageous. Thus, all-solid-state sodium batteries could be a judicious alternative for the next 
generation of low-cost batteries11 12, especially for stationary applications.  

Different solid electrolytes have already been developed for sodium batteries, such as the oxide β-
alumina Na2O-11Al2O3 and NASICON-type Na3+xScxZr2-x(SiO4)2(PO4) with room temperature 
conductivities of 1.2 x 10-3 S/cm 13 and 4.0 × 10-3 S/cm 14, respectively. Compared to oxide-based 
electrolytes, solid sulfide electrolytes have mechanical properties that facilitate electrolyte-electrode 
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contact by uniaxial pressing at near-ambient temperatures15 16. Indeed, sulfur electrolytes have a lower 
Young's modulus than their oxide counterparts and their increased elasticity participates in 
maintaining solid-solid contact at the interfaces during variations in electrode volume during charge-
discharge cycles17. In addition, inorganic vitreous materials, and more specifically sulfur-based glasses, 
have several advantages such as non-flammability, single ion conduction, and an ionic conductivity 
generally higher than the one of the corresponding crystal 18. 

Numerous studies have therefore been carried out on sulfur compounds, in particular in Na2S-X binary 
and Na2S-X-Y ternary systems, with X = P2S5

15, GeS2
19, or SiS2

20 and Y = Ga2S3
21, NaCl22, or SnS2

23. As a 
result, room temperature conductivities ranging from 10-8 S/cm up to more than 10-4 S/cm have been 
achieved. However, no electrical conducting data are available on the binary Ga2S3-Na2S. To the best 
of our knowledge, the only referenced work published by Palazzi et al. was essentially devoted to the 
determination of the vitreous domain obtained by melt quenching, ranging from 76[Ga2S3]-24[Na2S] 
to 59[Ga2S3]-41[Na2S] 24. Sodium content in glasses obtained by melt quenching method is limited by 
the problem of sodium diffusion in silica. Therefore, our study focuses on the expansion of the vitreous 
domain in the pseudo binary Ga2S3-Na2S using high-energy mechanical milling. This technique is a 
simple, rapid, no-waste, and energy-efficient pathway compared to the melt quenching technique. 
Moreover, the ball-milling technique offers possibilities to synthesize materials without solvent or gas, 
metastable phases or materials that usually require high temperatures. Indeed, chalcogenide glasses 
have already been produced using this synthesis method25 26 27. Then, composition dependence of ionic 
conductivities of (100-x)[Ga2S3]-x[Na2S] glasses is examined. Next, a glass-ceramic processing is carried 
out in order to investigate the impact of the crystallization on the electronic properties that prevents 
the sodium dendrite formation under current. Finally, the presented method allows an electronical 
stabilization of the samples meaning that this process is promising to produce high sodium content 
electrolytes for all-solid-state batteries. 

 

Experimental 

Synthesis  

Compositions belonging to the binary (100-x)[Ga2S3]-x[Na2S] (with x= 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 
90) were synthesized by mechanical milling using a planetary mill (Fritsch, Pulverisette 7). 5 g of a 
mixture of Na2S (Alfa Aesar, 95% purity) and Ga2S3 are weighed in stochiometric proportions. Ga2S3 
was synthesized by mechanical milling following an experimental process given in a previous report28. 
The starting elements are then hand-ground and the mixture is placed in a zirconia bowl (volume of 45 
mL) with ZrO2 balls (4 mm diameter), respecting a ball/powder weight ratio equivalent to 20/1. 
Mechanochemical synthesis was performed at a speed of 600 rpm, until total amorphization. The 
bowls were opened every hour to scrub and hand grind the material in order to obtain a uniform 
powder. Finally, 10 mm diameter pellets with a thickness between 1 and 2 mm were obtained by 
vacuum pressing under 1.5 T the previous synthesized powders. The whole process is carried out under 
a controlled atmosphere of N2. To study the impact of crystallization on conductivity properties, the 
previously obtained amorphous pellets were placed in a silica tube sealed under vacuum and annealed 
at Tx + 10 (310 °C) for 24 hours. 

Characterization techniques 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed at room temperature on samples protected 
from air by a Kapton (polyimide) window to avoid moisture corrosion of fine submicron particles. They 
were recorded in the 10‑90° 2θ range with a 0.0261° step size with each data point having an effective 
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total counting time of 40 s/step, using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer (Cu Kα1, Kα2 radiations, 
λKα1 = 1.54056 Å, λKα2 = 1.54439 Å, 40 kV, 40 mA, PIXcel 1D detector). The counting time was multiplied 
by twelve when it was necessary to reduce the background noise. Data collector and HighScore Plus 
software were used for recording and analysis of the patterns, respectively.  

A differential scanning calorimeter (DSC Q20Thermal Analysis) was used to characterize the thermal 
properties of the synthesized materials. Measurements were performed from room temperature (RT) 
up to 550 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min under nitrogen atmosphere. Characteristic temperatures 
including glass transition temperature (Tg) and crystallization onset temperature (Tx) were determined.  

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis were collected 
on JEOL JSM-IT 300 using an acceleration voltage of 15 kV and a magnification x 500 to x 3500 to check 
the surface, the cross section of pellets and the distribution of elements. To compare the amorphous 
samples in the pseudo binary system Ga2S3-Na2S with the precursors used, pellets of Ga2S3 and Na2S 
were also vacuum pressed under 1.5 T. 

In order to perform electrical measurements, pellets were polished. A thin layer of gold was deposited 
to ensure good electrical contact with electrodes of the measurement cell. A pressure of approximately 
80 kPa was also applied. All measurements were performed with Autolab workstation (PGSTAT302N 
with FRA32M and ECD module) from 293 K up to 353 K with a frequency range from 1 MHz down to 5 
mHz and a signal amplitude of 200 mV. A potentiostatic chronoamperometric measurement was used 
to determine the electronic conductivity. This technique consists of applying a constant potential 
difference (100 mV in our case) to a steel/electrolyte/sodium cell. The resulting current measured once 
the stabilization is obtained is due to the electron motion. 

 

Results and discussion 

Compositions ranging from (100-x)[Ga2S3]-x[Na2S] with 10 ≤ x ≤ 90 were prepared. The amorphization 
process has been investigated by X-ray diffraction analyses on fresh powder every 5 h of milling. As an 
example, Figure 1-a presents the evolution of amorphization of the 20Ga2S3-80Na2S composition.  Na2S 
and Ga2S3 precursors are detected up to 15 h of grinding. After 20 h of milling, their characteristic peaks 
are not detected anymore, and a supplementary XRD acquisition was then performed with a longer 
counting time (twelve times more) in order to confirm the absence of any residual peaks. In this case, 
the compound is therefore considered amorphous. For (100-x)[Ga2S3]-x[Na2S] with 20 ≤ x ≤ 80, total 
amorphization has been achieved after 20 h to 38 h of milling, showing no dependence with the Na2S 
amount. However, for compounds with x = 10 and x = 90, amorphization by mechanochemistry 
synthesis was not possible. Indeed, Ga2S3 and Na2S are still detected as a majority phase after 15 h and 
25 h of milling time, respectively. More importantly, no evolution of the residual peaks of Ga2S3 and 
Na2S is observed after an extending milling time up to 20 h and 30 h, respectively. Consequently, these 
compounds are considered outside the glassy zone accessible by high-energy milling. 

In this study, we found that the glass-forming range of the (100-x)[Ga2S3]-x[Na2S] binary system is 20 
≤ x ≤ 80, meaning that our experimental conditions show a real benefit compared to the work  of  
Palazzi, in which a glassy domain of 24 ≤ x ≤ 41 was evidenced 24. Palazzi used the melt quenching 
technique in a vitreous carbon nacelle with GaOOH and Na2CO3 as starting materials, under a H2S 
flow24. The incorporation of twice as much Na+ within the amorphous phase can be explained by the 
choice of mechanosynthesis: the mechanical energy of the impact of balls against the powder creates 
a local melting/quenching area in which higher quenching rates occur, possibly higher than 100 °C/s 29. 
An extended amorphous domain can therefore be potentially reached using mechanical milling. 
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Figure 1: (a) XRD diagrams of 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] samples prepared by ball milling for different 
durations. A longer counting was used for the powder after 20 h of milling in order to improve the 
statistic. (b) DSC trace of the 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] sample after 20h of milling. 

 

Characteristic temperatures including glass transition temperature (Tg) and crystallization temperature 
(Tx) of the synthesized compounds are summarized in Table 1. A typical DSC trace, corresponding to 
the 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] samples after 20h of milling, is also shown in Figure 1-b. Tg generally goes up 
with an increase of the amount of Ga2S3. However, Tg abruptly drops for the 80[Ga2S3]-20[Na2S]. This 
trend is not surprising. Previous work on GeS2-Ga2S3-NaX systems (with X = Cl or I)30 has shown that Tg 
decreases with increasing Na amount in the composition. This phenomenon extends to other alkaline, 
as shown on cesium31 32 and lithium33. The addition of alkaline creates the progressive rupture of the 
Ga-S bonds leading to a decrease in the connectivity of the glass network. Moreover, it is also 
mentioned in table 1 that the 60[Ga2S3]-40[Na2S] compound presents two Tg that can be due to a phase 
separation within the glassy matrix. Indeed, the lower Tg and Tx are close to those of 50[Ga2S3]-
50[Na2S]. No clear trend can be deduced concerning the evolution of Tx, which can be correlated to 
the different milling durations that greatly affect this temperature. 

Table 1: Characteristics of amorphous compounds belonging to the pseudo binary Ga2S3-Na2S system: 
onset glass transition temperature Tg, onset crystallization temperature Tx, and activation energy Ea.   

Compound Tg °(C) (± 5°C)  Tx (°C) (± 5°C)  Ea (eV) 
20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] 263 298 0.574(18)* 
30[Ga2S3]-70[Na2S] 290 340 419 0.592(15) 
40[Ga2S3]-60[Na2S] 285 324 0.551(16) 
50[Ga2S3]-50[Na2S] 304 405 0.540(13) 
60[Ga2S3]-40[Na2S] 300 356 394 0.524(13) 
70[Ga2S3]-30[Na2S] 449 533 0.576(12) 
80[Ga2S3]-20[Na2S] 328 437 >550 0.604(19) 

*calculation carried out up to 1000/T = 3.003.  

The amorphous powders were pressed under vacuum (10-2 Pa) in a 10 mm die at room temperature. 
The obtained pellets were studied by impedance spectroscopy. Insets in Figure 2 show the Nyquist 
diagrams of compounds 70[Ga2S3]-30[Na2S], 50[Ga2S3]-50[Na2S], and 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S]. Two parts 
differ from this diagram: (i) in the high and medium frequency regions, the semicircle represents the 
impedance of the sample; and (ii) in the low frequency region, the polarization tail, is typical of a 
polarization at the electrode. The latter results from the accumulation of charge carriers (Na+) at pellet-
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electrode interface and is characteristic of ion conductors. It probably means that the conductivity can 
be assumed to be mainly ionic. From these diagrams collected at different temperatures, a sample 
resistance R (Ohm), corresponding to the diameter of the semi-circle, is extracted and equation (1) 
allows to determine the conductivity σ (S.cm-1): 

𝜎 = 𝑒/(𝑅 × 𝑆)       (1) 

With e and S corresponding to the thickness (cm) and the area (cm²) of the pellet, respectively. 

Figure 2 shows that ionic conductivity increases with the Na2S content measured at 25°C, following a 
nonlinear monotonous trend. As expected, the 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] glass composition, corresponding 
to the highest Na content, reaches the highest conductivity σ = 1.9 x 10-6 S.cm-1 at 25°C, while the 
lowest Na content sample 80[Ga2S3]-20[Na2S] possesses a conductivity of σ = 1.6 x 10-10 S.cm-1.  
Comparison with the pseudo-binary system GeS2/Na2S shows that the conductivities at room 
temperature of 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] and 50[GeS2]-50[Na2S] (σ = 1 x 10-6 S.cm-1) are roughly the same 19. 
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the ionic conductivity of each sample as a function of the reverse 
temperature. As in figure 2, the ionic conductivity increases with the Na2S content, whatever the 
temperature. For all compounds the conductivity is thermally activated and follows an Arrhenius law: 

𝜎 = !!
"
× exp-− #"

$#"
/      (2) 

With σ0 the pre-exponential factor (S.cm-1.K), T the temperature (K), Ea the activation energy (eV), and 
kb the Boltzmann constant.  

Nevertheless, two points at 70°C and 80°C for the 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] sample do not obey the 
Arrhenius law (open squares in figure 3). This behavior let suppose that an instability of this 
composition with temperature occurs, which could be characterized by a structural network 
modification. Indeed, the highest conductivity of all investigated samples, σ = 1.6 x 10-4 S.cm-1, is 
obtained at 80°C for this composition. The activation energies, which were calculated from equation 
2, are summarized in Table 1.  No influence of the Na2S content is observed and their values are around 
0.56 ±0.04 eV.   

 

Figure 2: Evolution of the ionic conductivity as a function of the molar percentage of Na2S for the 
vacuum pressed pellets, at room temperature. The solid line is a guide for the eye. Insets highlight the 
Nyquist’s diagrams for amorphous samples (100-x)[Ga2S3]-x[Na2S], with x = 30, 50, and 80 at 25°C. 
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Figure 3: Evolution of the ionic conductivity of vacuum pressed pellets as a function of the reverse 
temperature. The two open black squares correspond to data for 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] that do not obey 
the Arrhenius law. 

 

SEM images were taken from pellets with the following composition: 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S], 50[Ga2S3]-
50[Na2S], 80[Ga2S3]-20[Na2S], Na2S, and Ga2S3 (figure 4). Despite the same polishing procedure for all 
samples, the pressed pellets exhibit an increase in surface roughness as the Na2S content decreases 
(figure 4a, c, and e). Images of the cross section highlight that the 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] sample (figure 
4b) shows a uniform texture with pores and induced cracks due to mechanical stresses exerted during 
shaping, while the 50[Ga2S3]-50[Na2S] (figure 4d) and the 80[Ga2S3]-20[Na2S] (figure 4f) samples exhibit 
aggregates of particles. A comparison between micrographs 4d and 4f and micrographs 4g and 4h, 
representing the cross section of Na2S and Ga2S3, respectively, reveals that the shape of particle 
aggregates in high Ga2S3 content pellets is similar to those of Ga2S3. The 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] compound 
is also different from pure Na2S. The latter has no real porosity, even if very fine stress cracks can be 
seen in places during uniaxial pressing, but it has a higher roughness than 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S]. Statistics 
were performed using several SEM images to estimate the porosity of each sample after shaping. The 
results obtained show an average densification of 90% ± 5%.  
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Figure 4: SEM images of the surface (a) and cross section (b) of 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S]; the surface (c) and 
cross section (d) of 50[Ga2S3]-50[Na2S]; the surface (e) and cross section (f) of 80[Ga2S3]-20[Na2S]; the 
cross sections of Na2S (g) and Ga2S3 (h). 

 

We focused our investigation on the 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] compound, which offers the best ionic 
conductivity. A solid electrolyte must have both a high ionic conductivity and a low electronic 
conductivity to promote the circulation of electrons outside the circuit and power a device connected 
to the battery. The electronic conductivity of our compounds has been measured using the 
potentiostatic chronoamperometric technique. The residual current I∞ is related to the electronic 
conductivity σe following equation 3: 

𝜎% =
&$×%
(×)

       (3) 

With I∞ the residual current (A), e the thickness of the sample (cm), U the voltage (V), and S the 
surface area of the sample (cm²). 

Potentiostatic chronoamperometry measurements show that the 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] compound is not 
electronically stable: in figure 5a, a continuous increase of the current is observed, instead of a drop 
followed by a plateau. SEM-EDS mapping operated after measurement shows the formation of Na-rich 
area on the side of the 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] pellet in contact with the blocking electrode. This clearly 
shows the formation of metallic sodium dendrites during measurement, which is likely to happen with 
this Na-rich composition.  
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Figure 5: (a) Potentiostatic chronoamperometric measurement of amorphous compound 20[Ga2S3]-
80[Na2S]. (b) Comparison of the ionic conductivity between amorphous compound 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] 
and annealed 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] at 310°C for 24h as a function of the reverse temperature. (c) 
Potentiostatic chronoamperometric measurement of the annealed 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] sample at 
310°C for 24h. The insets are EDS mappings of a fragment of the respective pellets after measurement, 
with Ga in red, S in green, and Na in blue. 

 

Consequently, even if the ionic conductivity of this sample is promising, the growth of metallic sodium 
dendrites during potentiostatic chronoamperometry experiments requires a new or adapted strategy. 
Literature reveals the existence of superconducting phases by crystallizing amorphous compounds, 
such as Na3PS4 15. Crystallization experiments were therefore carried out using the amorphous 
20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] sample. Pellets of amorphous 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] were placed in a vacuum-sealed 
tube and put in an annealing furnace at Tx + 10 (310 °C) for 24 hours. These annealing parameters were 
fixed after many experimental attempts from which the aim was the obtention of a thin and 
homogeneous crystalline powder. The diffractogram obtained (figure 6), reveals the presence of two 
polymorphs of GaNa3S3: I-GaNa3S3 (JCPDS no. 01-084-2770) and II-GaNa3S3 (JCPDS no. 01-084-2771). 
Two peaks between 16 and 17° are not indexed by these phases. GaNa3S3 corresponds to a starting 
stoichiometry of 25[Ga2S3]-75[Na2S]. Thus, there is an excess of Na2S that might react with the silica 
tube and form NaSi (JCPDS no. 00-019-1231) and S (JCPDS no. 01-078-0793). Nevertheless, EDS 
analyses do not reveal the presence of Si in the material and consequently the peaks not indexed by 
GaNa3S3 are attributed to sulfur. It can also be underlined that the synthesis of I- and II- GaNa3S3 has 
already been reported in the literature by heating stoichiometric amounts of Ga, Na, and S in a 
graphitized quartz glass tube sealed under vacuum at about 650 and 800 °C, respectively 34 35. We 
prove here that GaNa3S3 can be synthesized at lower temperature (310 °C) by crystallization of an 
amorphous precursor. Supplementary investigations are in progress on the 25[Ga2S3]-75[Na2S] 
composition to more specifically evaluate the impact of milling on the polymorph obtained. 
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Figure 6: XRD diagram of 20[Ga2S3]-80[Na2S] samples annealed at 310°C for 24h. The two lowermost 
diagrams represent the peaks position of the two monoclinic GaNa3S3 polymorphs (JCPDS no. 01-084-
2770 and JCPDS no. 01-084-2771). 

 

Complex impedance and potentiostatic chronoamperometric measurements were performed in order 
to evaluate the ionic and electronic contribution in the conductivity of the glass-ceramic compound 
(figures 5b and 5c). First, the ionic conductivity at 25°C of the glass-ceramic compound appears to be 
slightly lower than for the amorphous sample (σglass-ceramic = 7.1 x 10-7 S.cm-1 and σglass = 1.9 x 10-6 S.cm-

1). Compared to other glass compounds of the binary system, the value of σglass-ceramic is similar to the 
conductivity of the 30[Ga2S3]-70[Na2S] glass (σ = 7.5 x 10-7 S.cm-1). We also noticed that the deviation 
to the Arrhenius law observed for the two highest temperatures in the glass sample is deeply reduced 
in the glass-ceramic. These data clearly support the structural stabilization of the composition by 
ceramization. Secondly, the potentiostatic chronoamperometric measurement shows that the 
compound is electronically stable (Figure 5c). Indeed, a current drop followed by a plateau is observed, 
the latter corresponding to the residual current within the material. According to equation (3), an 
electronic conductivity σe = 5.8 x 10-8 S.cm-1 is calculated, which is approximately 12 times lower than 
the ionic conductivity. Moreover, EDS mapping of this compound (figure 5c) shows a homogeneous 
distribution of the elements (Ga, S, and Na) after measurement and does not show dendrites. These 
results are consistent with the potentiostatic chronoamperometry measurement and confirm its 
electronic stability. In summary, the strategy implemented to stabilize compounds of the chosen binary 
system by a glass-ceramic processing turned out to be promising, with a potential as solid-state 
electrolyte for sodium batteries. Nevertheless, from a solid electrolyte point of view, since the 
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difference between σi and σe is still low, some adjustments in the composition have to be done to 
increase it. Consequently, future investigations must be devoted to reducing the electronic 
conductivity. One judicious way could consist in the addition of an electronegative element in the 
composition, such as chlorine, to prevent the electron motion in the compounds. Thus, a substitution 
of a part of Na2S by NaCl have to be considered. Another way could be the addition of a low content 
of a network former - modifier as for example (Si, Sn, In, Ge, …). Moreover, the conductivity is not the 
only key parameter for a good solid electrolyte, and further investigations should be carried out to 
determine its chemical stability with regard to the electrodes and to determine its electrochemical 
behavior during cycling tests, especially at the electrolyte-electrode interfaces. 

 

Conclusion 

This work shows that the glass-forming region of the (100-x)[Ga2S3]-x[Na2S] pseudo-binary system can 
be extended to 20 ≤ x ≤ 80 by mechanical-milling synthesis. Conductivities of pressed pellets of 
amorphous powders were measured for the first time. This study shows that the higher the Na2S 
content is, the lower the Tg is and the higher the conductivities are. The best ionic conductivity is 
obtained for the glass composition 20[Ga2S3]-[80Na2S] with σ = 1.9 x 10-6 S.cm-1 at 25°C and σ = 1.6 x 
10-4 S.cm-1 at 80°C. Unfortunately, this compound is unstable since the formation of sodium dendrites 
is observed once it is under current. In order to thwart the dendritic growing, a glass-ceramic 
processing was operated. Its crystallization mainly reveals the formation of GaNa3S3 polymorphs. The 
conductivity of the glass-ceramic is lightly lower than for the glass counterpart but the crystallized 
sample has the advantage to be electronically stable. Even if the ratio between σi and σe is still too low 
to positively consider application as solid electrolyte in all-solid-state sodium batteries, the presented 
results are very promising from a methodological aspect. 
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